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SYNOPSIS
It's the gritty and grainy year 1935.
Organized crime boss, Charlie Rodriguez and his
Charlie Brothers run every facet of their town. Charlie's
word is law (since the government officials are on his
payroll).
No one dares cross Charlie until our hero, the brave
and handsome Private Detective Dick Polakowski,
steps in to beat them at their own game, Old Maid.
With Charlie's Casino now bankrupt, Dick Polakowski
has money in his pocket and a target on his back.
Dick's always been a good cop, but what he's seen
over the years has left him shell-shocked (not the
least of which is his wife's cooking). With his
marriage to Rachel already on the rocks, he heads
out to a night club to drown his sorrows . It's there he
catches Rachel in a dark corner with a number of
Charlie's men, enjoying herself far too much for his
liking. Dick is about to intervene but is suddenly
struck by the ravishingly luscious singer, Cherice
Monroe.

After a surreal but excellently directed and choreographed
moment together, they fall in love.
Later that night, Cherice finds herself in the clutches of the
Charlie's men. After an intense (and excellently directed
and choreographed) battle, Dick saves her life. He takes
her back to his apartment ( for safekeeping - he's a
gentleman!) to find that his wife still hasn't returned from
the club.

The phone rings and Dick learns from Marcus Rodriguez,
Charlie's #2, that his wife and daughter have been
kidnapped. Marcus demands Charlie's money back in
exchange for their lives.

Dick and Marcus meet on a rooftop to settle things.
After some verbal jousting and twisted mind games,
the two end up in a fierce battle (once again,
excellently directed and choreographed).
Ironically, Marcus is accidentally killed and Dick is
blamed for his murder. The target on Dick's back just
got a lot bigger.

Dick arrives home and is shot by his two-or-three-orfour-timing wife, paid by the Charlie Brothers to
murder to him. Dick, always reading for anything,
survives Rachel's betrayal (you'll have to watch the
movie to see how!) and finally ends his marriage by
killing her.
On the phone is Charlie Rodriquez himself, who
promises to spare his daughter Jenny, if Dick gives
them a huge ransom.

With emotions and testosterone raging, Dick and
Cherice finally give in to their passions in a tender
and gut-wrenching love scene (which only took 27
takes to finish - at the actors' request). Baring their
souls (and only that, it's PG-13!), Dick summons his
strength to face Charlie Rodriguez once and for all.

Dick marches through Charlie's mansion, quickly
dispatching all his henchmen.
Dick bursts in the room to find Charlie hovering in a
most ungentlemanly way over a bound-in-a-chair
Jenny (again, PG-13!).
Dick saves his daughter but Charlie narrowly escapes.

After an epic race through the city, there is a final showdown between Dick and Charlie. There is a bloody
battle (brilliantly directed you know the drill) between our hero and our villain. In a psychotic rage, Charlie
overpowers Dick. Just when all hope seems lost, Dick vanquishes his bitter rival by spitting a bullet into his
revolver and a nice catchphrase to the audience.
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Cherice and Jenny find an apparently dead Dick, and after some tense moments, our hero awakens and they
(and
the
audience)
live
happily
ever
after.

CAST

STEVE RIMPICI is an American voice actor, sales professional, writer and
stand-up philosopher, who has worked for Rockstar Games and the Discovery
Health Channel. He is best known as the voice of Dr. Wolfgang Wagner in the
independent film, The Puppet Monster Massacre. Additionally, Steve has voiced
over 100 different characters for Strobie Studios’ productions of The Watson
Files, The Ark of Time and The Horror of Poe and recently narrated the hit noir
zombie novel, Braineater Jones for which he was nominated for a Voice Arts
Award.
Steve also portrayed Dr. Avery Frank in Pioneer One, the first television series
ever to be launched and distributed over torrent sites, and was the voice of Oma
in Project London, the first feature-length live action film produced with over 700
visual effects and animations created almost solely with the open source
software Blender and worldwide volunteers.
He is a big supporter of independent films and filmmakers and is proud to star as Dick Polakowski in BullsEye.
Steve lives in New York with his way-out-of-his-league fiancée, Jamie, a woman with the mind of Albert
Einstein and the body of Marilyn Monroe, and their dogs, Sofie and Sadie. Steve also has two beautiful
children: Kayla, a nationally ranked gymnast; and Jeremy, a nationally ranked Lego and Minecraft maniac (well
he would be ranked if they did such a thing).
ROBERT WERNER is a 22 year-old graduate from Rutgers University in New
Brunswick NJ. He graduated with a BA in English and a minor in Theater Arts. He
has acted since High School, participating in musicals, comedies, and dramas.
He has done school productions, community productions, academic productions, as
well as independent projects.
He was also part of a short lived improv troupe that originated out of Jackson, New
Jersey. He has done background work on Law and Order, Love Monkey, and the
movie Spinning into Butter. Bullseye will be his first major role in a film production.
Robert Werner came in to audition for only 1 role, the role of Charlie Rodriguez, and
it was his intention to steal that role. After seeing his brilliant, unique, and dynamic
performance, Alex was eager to see him again at the second audition where Robert
would perform with other actors. Although the character that Alex initially wrote and
envisioned wasn't what Robert delivered, he was chosen because he delivered a
performance that was more interesting, capturing and dynamic then the character in
Alex's vision.

TIFFANY LLOYD has performed in many works both on film
and in the theater. From Unspoken Dreams (Discipline
FilmWorks) to Killing Mark Twain (Discipline FilmWorks). She
has also performed in the NBC series, Ed. In the theater she
has done amazing works such as The Wizard of Oz and Steel
Magnolias. Tiffany Lloyd is not only an actor, but a voice
actor, a dancer, a model, a writer, director and even an editor.
She's had extensive training at Cameron Thor, Carter Thor
Studios in Los Angeles, CA, Jock MacDonald, Thor Studio
East in NY, NY, and Gene Crane, Independent Study in
Memphis, TN.
Tiffany's true passion if Film Noirs and the era of the 1930's.
She came to Alex Prister's audition with one goal, and that
was to secure the lead female role. She is very proud of her
incredible work on the film.

With his role as Marcus in 'Bullseye', AARON LIEBMAN has
taken the first step of achieving his childhood dream making
movies. He grew up writing screenplays and acting in school plays
and hopes to combine the two in the ways Billy Bob Thornton and
Sylvester
Stallone
did.
After doing background work in numerous television shows and
film. Having a knack for writing, he came up with the title of the film
as well as other aspects to the film. A brother of the Sigma Chi
Fraternity, Aaron hopes that this will be the beginning of a great
working relationship with director Alex Prister.

CREW

ALEXANDER PRISTER
Director, Writer, Producer, Editor,
Cinematographer, 3D Animator,
One-Man-Band

Alex Prister is an award winning writer/director based
in New Jersey. His previous film, The Path of Brian, won The New Media Award for short film drama. The film
was cited for its writing and rich acting. As a child prodigy, Alex wrote and performed in his own shows at his
school numerous times starting at a very young age. The performances ranged from piano recitals to magic
shows to theatrical productions.
In 2006, Mr. Prister shot simple movies using a Digital Picture Camera and Windows Movie Maker, but this
was enough to ignite a passion in him for filmmaking. Always seeking to learn more about the movie making
process, from lighting to scoring, animation to casting. Alex began a self-created curriculum to learn as much
as he could about filmmaking. Today he is highly skilled in programs such as Final Cut Pro, Adobe Premiere
Pro, 3d Studio Max 2009, Combustion, Motion and more. In addition to the creative and technical sides of
filmmaking, Alex has learned how to maximize resources on a micro-budget. Creating BullsEye involved a
team of over 50 people, several organizations, custom rigs and dollies, period costumes, 3 classic cars, and a
cache of weapons. Alex is extremely proud of his work in BullsEye and is equally as proud of the work of his
cast and crew. Alex is highly confident that BullsEye has all the makings of a box office hit.

Mrs. Louise Prister is an information technology and business
professional consultant. Staying on the forefront of the competition, Mrs.
Prister keeps up with the technology and business development demands of
her clients, performing different types of services. Each one of Mrs. Prister
project plays a great role in the success of her clients and contributes to
their
business's
growth
and
progress.
Widely regarded as a leader and visionary in growing business, Mrs. Prister
welcomed the challenges of new endeavors, investing in the production of
BullsEye her money, time and effort. She created
BullsEyeMovie.com
website, managed
the production budget of expenditures, provided
guidance and feedback on the production and post production to achieve
the best quality film and ROI.

LOUISE PRISTER
Executive Producer

Louise Prister is a published writer of short stories for children (Do You Know
Why?) and novels for adults ( Talisman, The Heart of a Nurse, September 11,
and On Friday Night. )

Having come from legal background with a love for film, Frank Poe
jumped onto the project when he heard of his then acquaintance, Alex
Prister, making a feature film. Frank helped keep the production alive
in times when we faced challenging obstacles.

FRANK POE Executive Producer

Ramzi Faris, Has spent a life time in film and entertainment.
His early career began in New York where he was managed by Shirley Grant
Management, one of New York's most prestigious talent agencies.
He later left the acting world and begin pursuing his passion for production
and cofounded the record label "Gang Green Records".
This path has led him to a long career in music production and publishing.
During the mid 2000's he was approached to produce his first feature film
with an LA based production company Eliot Films. This opportunity allowed
him to incorporate his extensive knowledge of the entertainment business
into film production.
Since then he has produced endless productions from TV shows and music
videos to full length features. Ramzi was very pleased to join fellow producer
and 'BullsEye' director Alex Prister and the rest of the team. He is currently
operating The West Wall Street Company out of New York and
Miami.

RAMZI FARIS
Executive Producer

DIRECTOR STATEMENT
When I was little, I had asked my parents to buy me a castle, so that I could make a Theatrical Play or Film.
When they told me they couldn't afford it, I was very upset, though driven more to accomplish my goal. I did not
like feeling limited and imprisoned in my imagination just because of a lack of resources.
All my life, I had felt a vast depth of potential, in anything I put my mind to. Whenever I wanted to accomplish
something, whenever I had a certain goal, if I wanted it badly enough, I would find a way to get it.
In 2006, at 20 years of age, I had saved up money at my part-time job for a small digital picture camera that
had decent video capabilities. I had also taken interest in the program, Windows Movie Maker that came
bundled with Windows. With these two resources, I had randomly imagined myself singing and dancing to the
song, Pop Ya Collar, by Usher, in my own music video. 24 hours later, I got a friend to act in it with me as I
filmed and edited my first “video”.
After I saw how entertaining this video was not just to me, but to everyone that saw it, I immediately felt great
potential within. I knew then that I had not put into this 100% of my effort. I just knew that I could make more,
better and faster. I decided to pursue this new hobby while also going to school for Economics. I continued
making short, amateur, entertaining videos. But they never felt like they had enough quality and material. At
this time in my life, no one else really saw the entire potential in me, and I was excited to impress and blow
everyone... away.
I took a break from producing short videos, to take it more seriously. I had discovered Filmmaking. After
spending a vast majority of my time studying filmmaking, I made my first short film, The Path of Brian, which
won The New Media Award at a student film festival at Rutgers University. Upon seeing the success of most of
my work, I decided to invest into a feature-length film.
I had written a script, about a Hard-Boiled, Hardcore Detective who interacts with over cliched characters in,
The Private Dick-tective. The name was abandoned because it sounded too much like a porno.
After a few re-writes, I had begun showing it around for criticism. I received various types of responses. I used
all of them as fuel for my motivation to proceed with my film. Pulling together all the resources at my disposal,
from hand-building camera cranes to coordinating car races and bloody knife fights, I spent the next five years

planning, filming and editing BullsEye. There were many obstacles, some seeming impossible, that me and my
team solved.

As the Director, I instructed my sound crew, a composer and sound editors, how the film must sound, frame by
frame. They added more unique features to the original image and feel, making the BullsEye movie something
you've never seen before.

I spent two years studying 3D Animation and solely creating Computer Generated Imagery from scratch,
“Building The Castle” that I had dreamed of as a child.

Finally, the film was complete and I had put all my effort into it, never giving up, perfecting it to my vision. At
last comes the moment, this moment, where I can proudly and honorably present you my masterpiece, “My
Castle”, BullsEye.

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION
'You want to make a high-quality, feature length film with classic cars and lots of CGI animations for how
much?'
With over 100 CGI animations, hundreds of muzzle flashes and hundreds more eye-opening shots, BullsEye
was produced in its entirety for approximately $9,000 by utilizing the expertise of one extremely talented
production and post-production team.

Using the classic style of a Film Noir detective story as a backdrop, BullsEye weaves in comedy and elements
from a number of genres to produce a film that you can watch over and over again. Despite its micro-budget,
BullsEye competes well with independent and big budget films with some of the finest comedic writing, acting,
and directing you've ever seen.
The goal is to distribute BullsEye to theaters as well as a DVD and Blu-Ray release.
The genesis of the BullsEye story happened in 2005 when Alex Prister and a friend played a game of bluffs
(basically seeing who could be a better liar). The conversation went on for about an hour leading Alex to think
about creating a movie about the art of bluffing. A short script was written, then expanded with fleshed-out
characters to become a finished screenplay in 2006.
Bringing the screenplay to life on screen came with many challenges. With little money (but with the wonderful
help of his Mom), Alex built cranes, dollies and other equipment to get the shots he wanted. Through
perseverance and the motivation to succeed, Alex spent the next 8 years working on BullsEye. During that
time, he taught himself CGI programming and design, studied cinematography, editing and other film-making
techniques.
Approaching people within his community, Alex recruited professional make-up artists, hair stylists, sound
designers, a composer, and dance choreographer to be involved with the film for free or at vastly reduced
rates. With excitement and buzz around the film building, Alex was able to add three antique cars and their
drivers to BullsEye, also at no charge. Armed with this and about a dozen very talented actors volunteering
their skills, BullsEye was completed and has been very well-received by local audiences.

We are proud to present this film for your
consideration.

